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Italia moderna fra storia e storiografia 1977
this detailed study of italian government is steeped in a careful theoretical analysis of its constitutional and institutional
design with attention to the particulars of italian culture analyzed historically and comparatively sabetti political science
mcgill u canada situates the events personalities and trends of italian government within a historic view to show how basic
contradictions in the government s design and philosophy inevitably and consistently lead it into trouble annotation
copyrighted by book news inc portland or

Search for Good Government 2000
the encyclopedia of historians and historical writing contains over 800 entries ranging from lord acton and anna comnena to
howard zinn and from herodotus to simon schama over 300 contributors from around the world have composed critical assessments
of historians from the beginning of historical writing to the present day including individuals from related disciplines like
jürgen habermas and clifford geertz whose theoretical contributions have informed historical debate additionally the
encyclopedia includes some 200 essays treating the development of national regional and topical historiographies from the
ancient near east to the history of sexuality in addition to the western tradition it includes substantial assessments of
african asian and latin american historians and debates on gender and subaltern studies

Encyclopedia of Historians and Historical Writing 2019-10-09
in the age of the grand tour foreigners flocked to italy to gawk at its ruins and paintings enjoy its salons and cafés attend
the opera and revel in their own discovery of its past but they also marveled at the people they saw both male and female in an
era in which castrati were rock stars men served women as cicisbei and dandified englishmen became macaroni italy was perceived
to be a place where men became women the great publicity surrounding female poets journalists artists anatomists and scientists
and the visible roles for such women in salons academies and universities in many italian cities also made visitors wonder
whether women had become men such images of course were stereotypes but they were nonetheless grounded in a reality that was
unique to the italian peninsula this volume illuminates the social and cultural landscape of eighteenth century italy by
exploring how questions of gender in music art literature science and medicine shaped perceptions of italy in the age of the
grand tour
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Italy’s Eighteenth Century 2009
the pinocchio effect draws on a broad array of sources to trace the making of a modern national identity in italy the author
explores all the ways that identity was constructed through newly formed attachments voluntary and otherwise to the nation

The Pinocchio Effect 2007
examines the relation between imperialism and religion through the practice of good government in spanish naples ideal for
courses on the renaissance imperialism the spanish world european history diplomatic international relations and the general
reader interested in cultural history renaissance italy social minorities and religious rituals

Church and State in Spanish Italy 2020-03-26
nineteenth century italy is a vast unexplored territory in the history of modern political thought and liberal democratic
theory apart from mazzini pareto and mosca the authors of this period are little read even though their central concerns the
riddle of human liberation progress and liberty are as important today as ever this volume presents a selection of the writings
of carlo cattaneo 1801 1869 one of the period s most important thinkers as selected by an equally important personage of a
subsequent time the anti fascist intellectual gaetano salvemini cattaneo had a profound sense of the historical contingencies
underlying the quest both to understand human affairs and to realize a self governing society cattaneo s ideas and framework of
analysis like those of john stuart mill and alexis de tocqueville were not shaped by a narrow intra academic agenda but by the
great social economic and political transformations of his time the issues he addressed included problems of revolution reform
and change in the passage to modernity which extended far beyond the confines of nineteenth century italy the selection of
original pieces presented in this translation is preceded by an introduction by the editors carlo g lacaita and filippo sabetti
which guides the reader through cattaneo s thinking and puts it in a comparative context ultimately however it is the editors
goal to let this profound italian thinker speak for himself

Civilization and Democracy 2006-01-01
a pathbreaking history of early modern education argues that europe s oldest university often seen as a bastion of
traditionalism was in fact a vibrant site of intellectual innovation and cultural exchange the university of bologna was among
the premier universities in medieval europe and an international magnet for students of law however a long standing
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historiographical tradition holds that bologna and italian university education more broadly foundered in the early modern
period on this view bologna s curriculum ossified and its prestige crumbled due at least in part to political and religious
pressure from rome meanwhile new ways of thinking flourished instead in humanist academies scientific societies and northern
european universities david lines offers a powerful counternarrative while bologna did decline as a center for the study of law
he argues the arts and medicine at the university rose to new heights from 1400 to 1750 archival records show that the
curriculum underwent constant revision to incorporate contemporary research and theories developed by the likes of rené
descartes and isaac newton from the humanities to philosophy astronomy mathematics and medicine teaching became more systematic
and less tied to canonical texts and authors theology meanwhile achieved increasing prominence across the university although
this religious turn reflected the priorities and values of the catholic reformation it did not halt the creation of new
scientific chairs or the discussion of new theories and discoveries to the contrary science and theology formed a new alliance
at bologna the university of bologna remained a lively hub of cultural exchange in the early modern period animated by
connections not only to local colleges academies and libraries but also to scholars institutions and ideas throughout europe

The Dynamics of Learning in Early Modern Italy 2023-02-21
richard bosworth s overview of italy s role in european and world politics from 1860 to 1960 is lively and iconclastic based on
a combination of primary research and secondary material he examines italian diplomacy military power commerce culture tourism
and ideology his account challenges many aspects of current italian historiography and offers an original vision of the place
of italy in modern history

Italy and the Wider World 2013-01-11
this book uncovers the remarkable story of a fake saint to tell a tale about truth it begins at the end of the 1650s when a
large quantity of forged documents suddenly appeared throughout the kingdom of naples narrating the life and deeds of a
previously unknown medieval saint named giovanni calà the trove generated much excitement around the kingdom no one was more
delighted by the news than carlo calà giovanni s wealthy and politically influential seventeenth century descendant attracted
by the prospect of adding a saint to the family tree carlo presented giovanni s case to the roman curia the catholic
authorities immediately realized that the sources were forged and that giovanni was not real let alone holy yet it took more
than two decades before the forgery was exposed why vividly reconstructing the intricate case of the supposed saint the book
reveals the tensions between historical and theological truth how much could the truth of doctrine depend on the truth of the
facts before religion lost its connection with the supernatural to what extent could theology ignore the truth of history
without ending up engulfed in falsity and deceit this story of a fake saint illuminates early modern tensions but the struggles
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to distinguish between facts opinions and beliefs remain with us examining how our predecessors dealt with the relationship
between truth and authenticity guides us too in thinking through what is true and what is not

A Fake Saint and the True Church 2021-09
building knowledge constructing histories brings together the papers presented at the sixth international congress on
construction history 6icch brussels belgium 9 13 july 2018 the contributions present the latest research in the field of
construction history covering themes such as building actors building materials the process of building structural theory and
analysis building services and techniques socio cultural aspects knowledge transfer the discipline of construction history the
papers cover various types of buildings and structures from ancient times to the 21st century from all over the world in
addition thematic papers address specific themes and highlight new directions in construction history research fostering
transnational and interdisciplinary collaboration building knowledge constructing histories is a must have for academics
scientists building conservators architects historians engineers designers contractors and other professionals involved or
interested in the field of construction history

Building Knowledge, Constructing Histories 2018-09-05
in naples and napoleon john davis takes the southern italian kingdom of the two sicilies as the vantage point for a sweeping
reconsideration of italy s history in the age of napoleon and the european revolutions the book s central themes are posed by
the period of french rule from 1806 to 1815 when southern italy was the mediterranean frontier of napoleon s continental empire
the tensions between naples and paris made this an important chapter in the history of that empire and revealed the deeper
contradictions on which it was founded but the brief interlude of napoleonic rule later came to be seen as the critical moment
when a modernizing north finally parted company from a backward south although these arguments still shape the ways in which
italian history is written in most parts of the north political and economic change before unification was slow and gradual
whereas in the south it came sooner and in more disruptive forms davis develops a wide ranging critical reassessment of the
dynamics of political change in the century before unification his starting point is the crisis that overwhelmed the italian
states at the end of the 18th century when italian rulers saw the political and economic fabric of the ancien régime undermined
throughout europe in the south the crisis was especially far reaching and this davis argues was the reason why in the following
decade the south became the theatre for one of the most ambitious reform projects in napoleonic europe the transition was
precarious and insecure but also mobilized political projects and forms of collective action that had no counterparts elsewhere
in italy before 1848 illustrating the similar nature of the political challenges facing all the pre unification states although
unification finally brought italy s insecure dynastic principalities to an end it offered no remedies to the insecurities that
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from much earlier had made the south especially vulnerable to the challenges of the new age which was why the south would
become a problem italy s southern problem

Naples and Napoleon 2008-12-18
the early decades of the sixteenth century were a turbulent time for the italian peninsula as competing centres of power
struggled for political control nowhere was this more true than the area contested by milan and venice that was constantly
crossed and occupied by rival armies investigating the impact of successive crises upon the inhabitants of the po valley this
book challenges many fundamental assumptions about the relationship between war and economic development and draws conclusion
that have implications for early modern europe as a whole in traditional historiography periods of war and general crisis have
often been regarded as promoting a shift in resources from the communal towards a small number of individuals however through a
close micro study of a single region this book offers a different perspective rather than promoting an aggressive individualism
it is argued that in times of general crisis social networks aimed to reproduce themselves and the original status quo by
developing creative solutions and institutions favouring co operation furthermore the elites could not always exploit local
wealth because of the need to protect their position of leadership within the community which required the preservation of that
very community this thesis not only challenges the received wisdom but also fuels a new debate about the ways in which economic
growth occurred in early modern italy and europe

The Wealth of Communities 2016-12-05
building knowledge constructing histories brings together the papers presented at the sixth international congress on
construction history 6icch brussels belgium 9 13 july 2018 the contributions present the latest research in the field of
construction history covering themes such as building actors building materials the process of building structural theory and
analysis building services and techniques socio cultural aspects knowledge transfer the discipline of construction history the
papers cover various types of buildings and structures from ancient times to the 21st century from all over the world in
addition thematic papers address specific themes and highlight new directions in construction history research fostering
transnational and interdisciplinary collaboration building knowledge constructing histories is a must have for academics
scientists building conservators architects historians engineers designers contractors and other professionals involved or
interested in the field of construction history this is volume 1 of the book set
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Building Knowledge, Constructing Histories, Volume 1 2018-07-11
in early modern times religious affiliation was often communicated through bodily practices despite various attempts at
definition these practices remained extremely fluid and lent themselves to individual appropriation and to evasion of church
and state control because bodily practices prompted much debate they serve as a useful starting point for examining
denominational divisions allowing scholars to explore the actions of smaller and more radical divergent groups the focus on
bodies and conflicts over bodily practices are the starting point for the contributors to this volume who depart from
established national and denominational historiographies to probe the often ambiguous phenomena occurring at the interstices of
confessional boundaries in this way the authors examine a variety of religious living conditions socio cultural groups and
spiritual networks of early modern europe and the americas the cases gathered here skillfully demonstrate the diverse ways in
which regional and local differences affected the interpretation of bodily signs this book will appeal to scholars and students
of early modern europe and the americas as well as those interested in religious and gender history and the history of dissent

Bodies in Early Modern Religious Dissent 2021-05-31
milan was for centuries the most important center of economic ecclesiastical and political power in lombardy as the state of
milan it extended in the renaissance over a large part of northern and central italy and numbered over thirty cities with their
territories a companion to late medieval and early modern milan examines the story of the city and state from the establishment
of the duchy under the viscontis in 1395 through to the 150 years of spanish rule and down to its final absorption into
austrian lombardy in 1704 it opens up to a wide readership a well documented synthesis which is both fully informative and
reflects current debate 20 chapters by qualified and distinguished scholars offer a new and original perspective with themes
ranging from society to politics music to literature the history of art to law the church to the economy contributors are
giuliana albini giancarlo andenna jane black stefano d amico alessandra dattero massimo della misericordia giuliano di bacco
claudia di filippo federico del tredici andrea gamberini christine getz t j kuehn germano maifreda patrizia mainoni alessandro
morandotti simona mori serena romano giovanna tonelli massimo zaggia

A Companion to Late Medieval and Early Modern Milan 2014-11-27
from the sixteenth century on hundreds of portuguese new christians began to flow to venice and livorno in italy and to
amsterdam and hamburg in northwest europe in those cities and later in london bordeaux and bayonne as well iberian conversos
established their own jewish communities openly adhering to judaism despite the features these communities shared with other
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confessional groups in exile what set them apart was very significant in contrast to other european confessional communities
whose religious affiliation was uninterrupted the western sephardic jews came to judaism after a separation of generations from
the religion of their ancestors in this edited volume several experts in the field detail the religious and cultural changes
that occurred in the early modern western sephardic communities highly recommended for all academic and jewish libraries david
b levy touro college nyc in association of jewish libraries news and reviews 1 2 2019

The Journal of Italian History 1978
the observant reform of the religious orders remains one of the most important yet understudied religious movements of the
later middle ages this volume provides scholars with a current synthetic introduction to the field and suggests new avenues for
future scholarship

Crime, Histoire et Sociétés, 1998/2 1998
this book examines the development of social support systems in the modern age in the rural areas of the city states of
northern italy this investigation achieves two main purposes first it allows researchers to understand the role occupied
concretely by welfare and micro credit activities in the political and socio economic panorama of rural northern italy secondly
it verifies to what extent the formation of a more or less structured support system influenced the establishment of local
identity and the rooting of individuals the book brings together perspectives from different fields of research ranging from
economic and political history to the study of the history of ecclesiastical institutions as well as integrating recent
research on the anthropological value of welfare actions and the use of multiple historical sources it considers how the
retreat of the welfare activity of the state associated with a depopulation of the rural areas of the peninsula and a steady
increase of poverty into social fringes that were previously not affected by economic problems pushes us to investigate more
carefully the dynamics that in the ancien régime gave shape to the support activities against indigence and poverty this book
will be of interest to academics and students working in economic history and social history

Religious Changes and Cultural Transformations in the Early Modern Western Sephardic
Communities 2019-02-11
this book provides a vivid biography of a towering italian banker pioneer and entrepreneur it weaves the entrepreneurial
ventures of alessandro torlonia 1800 1886 through the narratives of business and politics in the nineteenth century the growth
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of european financial markets and the decline of papal power during the italian risorgimento the discussion is founded in
rigorous historical research using original sources such as the archivum secretum vaticanum papers and other official documents
the archives of the torlonia family and of the rothschild bank in paris memoirs correspondences and newspapers through this
book readers learn that alessandro torlonia was a man of many faces who was one of the most complex and influential characters
of italian economic life in the nineteenth century felisini also provides an expert critique of the financial history of the
papacy an area of heightened interest given the notoriety of relations between the holy see and its bankers in the twentieth
and twenty first centuries focal topics such as the history of european elites and the history of european financial markets
will have an interdisciplinary appeal for scholars and researchers

International Journal of Economic and Social History 1979
this book reconstructs the complex of ritual behaviour and attitudes towards the sacred of a mediterranean society over the two
hundred and fifty years following the close of the council of trent 1563 using sources like episcopal court records and trials
for the canonisation of local saints acknowledgements page ix

A Companion to Observant Reform in the Late Middle Ages and Beyond 2015-06-02
this 2001 book was the first survey of relations between town and country across europe between 1300 and 1800

Social Support Systems in Rural Italy 2023-05-02
this book analyses the evolution of the city of rome in particular papal rome from the plague of 1656 until 1870 when it became
the capital of the kingdom of italy the authors explore papal rome as a resilient city that had to cope with numerous crises
during this period by focusing on a selection of different crises in rome the book combines cultural political and economic
history to examine key turning points in the city s history the book is split into chapters exploring themes such as diplomacy
and international relations disease environmental disasters famine public debt and unravels the political economic and social
consequences of these transformative events all the chapters are based on untapped original sources chiefly from the state
archive in rome the vatican archives the rome municipal archives the École française library the national library and the
capitoline library
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Alessandro Torlonia 2017-01-20
reforms of christian life presents a new narrative of the role of the barnabites and angelics the ursulines and the somascans
founded in northern italy in the 1530s by battista da crema angela merici and girolamo miani within sixteenth century italian
reform movements while historiography has considered these companies under the category of catholic reformation this book
argues that they promoted an unconventional view of perfection and of the church that was alternative to both roman catholicism
and lutheranism and through which they wanted to reform society rather than the ecclesiastical institution by highlighting the
complex articulation of perceptions of christian life and by exploring neglected connections among devout milieus mazzonis
considers the sodalities in continuity with a fifteenth century ascetic mystical current and in relation to contemporary
institutes such as the jesuits and the oratorians irenic reforming circles like that of juan de valdés and post tridentine
ecclesiastical reformers including charles borromeo this volume shows that reforming trends were more varied and fluid than
previously thought and contributes to cultural and gender analyses of the religious mentality of the period reforms of
christian life is a useful tool for students and scholars of medieval and early modern religious and cultural history

From Bishop to Witch 1992
early modern naples has been characterized as a marginal wild and exotic place on the fringes of the european world and as such
an appropriate target of attempts by catholic missionaries and others to civilize the city historiographically bypassed in
favour of venice florence and rome naples is frequently seen as emblematic of the cultural and political decline in the italian
peninsula and as epitomizing the problems of southern italy yet as this volume makes plain such views blind us to some of its
most extraordinary qualities and limit our understanding not only of one of the world s great capital cities but also of the
wider social cultural and political dynamics of early modern europe as the centre of spanish colonial power within europe
during the vicerealty and with a population second only to paris in early modern europe naples is a city that deserves serious
study further as a habsburg dominion it offers vital points of comparison with non european sites which were subject to
european colonialism while european colonization outside europe has received intense scholarly attention its cultural impact
and representation within europe remain under explored too much has been taken for granted too few questions have been posed in
the sphere of the visual arts investigation reveals that neapolitan urbanism architecture painting and sculpture were of the
highest quality during this period while differing significantly from those of other italian cities for long ignored or treated
as the subaltern sister of rome this urban treasure house is only now receiving the attention from scholars that it has so long
deserved this volume addresses the central paradoxes operating in early modern italian scholarship it seeks to illuminate both
the historiographical pressures that have marginalized naples and to showcase important new developments in neapolitan cultural
history and art history those developments showcased here include bot
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Town and Country in Europe, 1300-1800 2001
this book explores the italian stock exchange through its construction and consolidation while examining and criticizing the
birth of the capital city through the evolution of the stock exchange the transformation of rome is examined from the capital
of a pre unification state to the papal state exploring its social political administrative and financial fabric the book
examines that path to becoming the capital of italy offering a unique volume for researchers academics and students of
financial history and financial markets

Resilience in Papal Rome, 1656-1870 2023-09-23
naples was one of the largest cities in early modern europe and for about two centuries the largest city in the global empire
ruled by the kings of spain its crowded and noisy streets the height of its buildings the number and wealth of its churches and
palaces the celebrated natural beauty of its location the many antiquities scattered in its environs the fiery volcano looming
over it the drama of its people s devotions the size and liveliness to put it mildly of its plebs all made naples renowned and
at times notorious across europe the new essays in this volume aim to introduce this important fascinating and bewildering city
to readers unfamiliar with its history contributors are tommaso astarita john marino giovanni muto vladimiro valerio gaetano
sabatini aurelio musi giulio sodano carlos josé hernando sánchez elisa novi chavarria gabriel guarino giovanni romeo peter
mazur angelantonio spagnoletti j nicholas napoli gaetana cantone anthony deldonna sean cocco melissa calaresu nancy canepa
david gentilcore diana carrió invernizzi and anna maria rao the publisher editor and contributors mourn the passing of gaetana
cantone who died in april 2013

Reforms of Christian Life in Sixteenth-Century Italy 2022-03-03
this book explores the evolution of credit and financing in europe from the middle ages through to modern times it engages with
the distinct political economic and institutional frameworks of the examined areas england italy france germany spain the
netherlands and turkey and discusses how these affected the credit market it covers a wide range of different types of lending
and borrowing instruments the destination of capital the way it was raised and the impact it had on local or national economies
in a very long run presented in two parts part one of the book focuses on credit markets in the preindustrial age in particular
the period before the advent of modern joint stock banks part two examines the evolution of credit at the time of the emergence
of modern banks this volume will be of interest to academics and researchers in the field of finance who are interested in the
historic evolution of credit and the credit market
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Georges Duby et l'histoire des femmes 1998
der mailänder carlo cattaneo 1801 1869 gehört zu den grossen des italienischen risorgimento wurde aber lange nicht als solcher
erkannt seine letzten jahrzehnte nach der gescheiterten revolution von 1848 verbrachte er im schweizer exil und spielte im
tessin als graue eminenz der führungsschicht und propagator von grossprojekten wie der gotthardbahn eine bedeutende rolle
während er das 1859 60 von cavour geeinte italien vehement ablehnte dieses buch rückt cattaneos schweizer jahre in den
mittelpunkt und möchte den im deutschsprachigen raum noch weitgehend unbekannten lombarden auch hier einführen

Altro Polo 1983
an extraordinary match of the most beloved italian cigar with the prestigious florentine publisher alinari which has dedicated
this volume to the culture of old style smoking toscani a burning passion is an elegant declaration of love for a produc

New Approaches to Naples c.1500-c.1800 2016-04-22
a new investigation that shows how conversionary preaching to jews was essential to the early modern catholic church and the
roman religious landscape starting in the sixteenth century jews in rome were forced every saturday to attend a hostile sermon
aimed at their conversion harshly policed they were made to march en masse toward the sermon and sit through it all the while
scrutinized by local christians foreign visitors and potential converts in catholic spectacle and rome s jews emily michelson
demonstrates how this display was vital to the development of early modern catholicism drawing from a trove of overlooked
manuscripts michelson reconstructs the dynamics of weekly forced preaching in rome as the catholic church began to embark on
worldwide missions sermons to jews offered a unique opportunity to define and defend its new triumphalist global outlook they
became a point of prestige in rome the city s most important organizations invested in maintaining these spectacles and foreign
tourists eagerly attended them the title of preacher to the jews could make a man s career the presence of christian spectators
roman and foreign was integral to these sermons and preachers played to the gallery conversionary sermons also provided an
intellectual veneer to mask ongoing anti jewish aggressions in response jews mounted a campaign of resistance using any means
available examining the history and content of sermons to jews over two and a half centuries catholic spectacle and rome s jews
argues that conversionary preaching to jews played a fundamental role in forming early modern catholic identity
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Geschichte Der Geschichtsschreibung 1995
this collection of interdisciplinary essays introduce the history and culture of the lands ruled by the sovereign house of
savoy during the late medieval and early modern periods territories now part of france italy and switzerland because the
sabaudian realms were geographically linguistically and culturally diverse and did not evolve into a single modern nation state
their early history has been overlooked by historians whose perspectives were often informed by a narrow national framework an
international team of scholars offers new research that de provincializes many of the existing rich scholarly assessments of
the historical significance of these lands which were important for rulers and subjects throughout early modern europe the
volume explores the concept of sabaudian studies and identifies historiographic developments and current trends in the field
beginning with the geography and the history of the area the essays examine sabaudian political culture diplomatic practice
judicial institutions and political thought dynastic representation court festivals and celebrations and the projection of
dynastic prestige abroad with attention to the sacred heritage of the house and territorial domination its fiscal religious
feudal and composite dimensions contributors include eva pibiri laurent perrillat rebecca boone alessandro celi thalia brero
stéphane gal and preston perluss michel merle toby osborne kristine kolrud guido alfani marco battistoni matthew vester and
blythe alice raviola

The Roman Stock Exchange between the 19th and 20th Centuries 2022-06-30

A Companion to Early Modern Naples 2013-05-24

Financing in Europe 2018-02-19

Public finance in seventeenth century, Questions de théorie politique, Problèmes
actuels de l''analyse sociologique 2020-01-17
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Das 'andere' Risorgimento 2001

Toscani 2024-02-27

Catholic Spectacle and Rome's Jews 2013-03-25

Sabaudian Studies 1999
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